Because he has no respect for the material he teaches, he makes no impression on his students. They lool< through him when he speaks, forget his name. Their indifference galls him more than he will admit. Nevertheless, he fulfils to the letter his obligations towards them, their parents, and the state. Month after month he sets, collects, reads, and annotates their assignments, correcting lapses in punctuation, spelling and usage, interrogating weak arguments, appending to each paper a brief, considered critique.
Disgrace is also an allegory of the fate of the humanities in the era of late capital. In the frenzy of political correctness and the vengeance of affirmative action roused in the wake of his aot, he is asked to own up to his moral turpitude in seducing a young female graduate student, followed by the equally anodyne retributions: "Sensitivity training," "Community service," "Counseling." Refusing to "repent"an act commensurate not with the secular world of crimes and law but markedly religious in its associations -Lurie resigns. Lurie's resignation is also an assertion of his singularity against generalities. He emphasizes: "There are no overtones in this case." A "dirty old man" who finds himself cast as deviant in the city, seeking to satisfy desires outside the proper behavioral norms assigned to his age, he If architectural historiography bears within itself an equally preposterous set of anodyne platitudes, its fate is surely a different one, since "the great rationalization," the servitude of theoretical constructs to the caprices of professional practice, can be placed right at the origin of its development rather than its end. Architectural historiography, forever consigned to its charge of explicating wliat arcfiitects do, finds itself perpetually obsessed with providing various accounts of space while the principal task of any history is to provide an account of time. Let me clarify this: architectural historians, consciously or unconsciously, do see their work as narratives of time. However, working within professional schools rather than as part of the humanities, their status within the pedagogical field is largely contingent upon providing accountsindeed case studiesof space.
The place of theory remains a conversational (or "communicative" in the above sense) gloss on the extra-theoretical brilliance of the masters.
In its provenance, the status or place of theory and history in architecture can be defined by its origins in the "survey" course. The survey of the practice of the ancients had always been the principal device through which architecture defined itself as an intellectual pursuit and a high art as opposed to a lowly trade. If one reviews the history of history teaching in the nineteenth-centuryarchitectural academy, then the professionalization of the architect in legal terms as an adjunct of the industrial revolution is marked by a commensurate professionalization of the architectural historian. The locus of the architect in the age of capital is principally characterized not so much as a codification of responsibilities but an increased definition of entitlements.
While these entitlements (notions of originality and genius, for example) remain affiliative and associative, in the field of culture rather than particularly legal in character, these privileges are garnered only at the price of self-imposed constraints. Thus, as architecture moves from an apprenticebased pedagogy into the university as an adjunct of the humanities, accepting norms of academia such as examinations and certifications, this formalization by assimilation ironically secures the secession of architectural historiography from professional practice. The transition from the dilettantist historiography of John Soane to the periodized formalism of Heinrich Wolfflin is a shift marked not only by different degrees of methodological scrutiny but also the function and status of architectural historiography in the academy.
The legitimization of architectural history as a semi-disciplinary field is, therefore, the Faustian bargain adopted by the architectural field to bring itself within the embrace of the university, even as the nineteenth-century academy makes a transition from a classicist to a humanist arena. This bargain also marks the beginnings of a fundamental rift within architecture. To the extent that architectural practice remained outside the university, theory and history could be molded to the situational demands of the practice. The entry into the academy opens up a chasm between the conventionalities of humanities-type theory and the professional demands of craft-based (even vanguardist theoretical! practice. Thus, as methodologies within the historical field acquired new modalities of achieving rigour through the twentieth century, often borrowed from other fields in the humanities and social sciencessuch as history, philosophy, sociology, economics, literature, and anthropology-rather than the demands of architectural practice, one can begin to discern a non-correspondence with the design professional's brief to negotiate the vagaries of production and taste. The Modernist invocation of the Zeitgeist as a bridge between historiographic and professional practice, epitomized in the relationship between Siegfried Giedion and Le Corbusier, is precisely an attempt to cover over this chasm.
Within the contemporary academy, the "survey course" is precisely a continued attempt to negotiate this originary abyss; at the same time it is also an indicator of its persistence. The excellent book edited by Gwendolyn Wright and Janet Parks, The HistorY of History in American Scfioo/s of Architecture, gives us an account of the principal figures and transformations of curricula that characterize the history of the survey course in the past century. 2 On the other hand, even as it scrupulously attends to the details of the changing themes of architectural history, the historical function of historians and their professional status within architectural schools seems to elude the book's grasp.
While this article is not the place to recount the details of such a history, it might be illuminating to sketch out the limits of practice within which architectural historians operate in the contemporary academy. If one looks at the notices in academic magazines pertaining to the recruitment of historians for architectural schools, most positions require some form of studio teaching. Thus, the methodological techniques acquired by humanities-based research in the interest of knowledge production within the academy is still perceived by architects (who make most of the hiring decisions within schoolshistorians or otherwise) to be relevant only in an "applied" frame. Theory in the service of practice, historiography in the service of professional vanguardism. I have suggested earlier that the survey course represents the archetype for the role historians play within schools. In the following sections, I would like to suggest that the principal demand that this archetype places on the role of historiography is the erasure of historicity itself. Let me give an example. In the past two years I have been trying to revise M.l.T.'s required M.Arch. survey course 4.645, "Selected Topics in Architecture: 1750 to the Present." Although M.l.T.'s History, Theory, and Criticism Section is one of the few programs that has a certain degree of autonomy from the rest of the architectural department, this autonomy is secured only on the basis that we fulfill a certain service end of the design degrees, and this service end is epitomized by the survey course. In the new 4.645, the effort has been to reconstruct the survey with a persistent attention towards issues of marginallty in architectural history DUTTA/ 11 and theory. Part of the reason that narratives of marginality are unable to enter into critical discourse within architectural historiography is because "other" populationsbe these women, ethnic or cultural groupings, or even examinations of spatial politics outside of canonical buildingsare deemed to lack stylistic parity with the formal terms established by the Modern Movement. The dominance of formalist historiography in architectural schools until very recently only meant that the preponderance of the Modern Movement in pedagogy had become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
In light of new theories from the field of cultural, gender, and globalization studies, the updating of the survey course has become a necessity in the context of their critiques of the terms on which modernity is constructed. This is hardly a radical or novel gesture; to the contrary, it is complicit in the fetishization of theoretical vanguardism practiced by the Anglo-American academy. At the same time, scholarship that examines themes of power in the transnational frame and that ignores stylistic connoisseurship as its major brief is hard to come by. The pathetic (or "tragic," in Charles Jencks's language) parochialism of the Modern Movement does not offer a model for the study of the global.
Much of the work of the "survey" depends on the dynamics of the classroom. The survey is never a static history of edifices; rather it reflects the shifting historiography of eventsthere is no sixties' idealism here in doing away with textbooks. In 4.645, I instigated classroom dynamics by introducing the marginal through the rubric of the broadly comparative: thus, Le Corbusier's status as a modern master is squared off against his gender-nuanced relationship with Eileen Gray or his colonialist complicities in the "Poem on Algiers." Mies is introduced as a brilliant ornamentist in the tradition of Christopher Dresser and William Morris rather than as synthesist of technological paradigms.
The Jeffersonian grid in the United States is compared with the English picturesque. Permanent Settlement in India, and the neo-traditionalism of late colonialism in Africa. Frank Lloyd Wright becomes important in terms of an examination of domestic politics of suburban America that is then compared against feminist and socialist ideals of domesticity both in the United States and elsewhere. CIAM becomes important not so much in its ineffective prewar manifestoes as in its immense influence in specifying the norms of postwar "development" in the Third World: Le Corbusier in Chandigarh and ATBAT-Afrique in North Africa. More predictably, Haussmann is taught in the same session as Robert Moses and the recent destruction of Sarajevo and Beirut. The "oceanic" spatial interregnum of the slave ships in the Middle Passage is shown to be as much a receptacle of modernity as the Bauhaus notion of the Existenzminimum (Fig. 1 ).
In terms of the different agendas that determine the survey course, two are worth noting. For professional schools, the architectural survey is the key conduit through which the student acquires conversability with a putative canon.
Willy-nilly, this has largely meant the student's acquisition of a sensibility affecting stylistic parity with the Modern Movement. This, I would submit, is the old boondoggle: knowledge is power, and through this knowledge the student negotiates the social field of the profession. Other than this conservative task of inculcating students into a "tradition," the survey course is also deemed to have a "pragmatic," vanguardist function. I like to think of this as the imprint of Hegel over historiography in general, not just in architectural thinking per se: the commandment to learn history with a view to making its "lessons" relevant for "our times." I would suggest here that this apparent pragmatism covers over the repetitively self-arrogating authority of the sovereign subject of the West. Let me be very clear: students in the United States academy, diverse in background, not necessarily of ethnically "Western" origin, and often working within paradigms that have international provenances, seem to have no problem in assuming postures of different degrees of moral rectitude. "Politically correct" to a fault, they seem not to have problems persuading or apprising themselves of the various thematics that link architecture with culture. They assume these tremendous cultural politics as symptoms of their own vanguardism, as issues impending upon "their time."
History as a mental aide in consolidation of the self: it is here that one can begin to see a dissonance of interest developing between historical pedagogy and historiography itself.
Perhaps with some degree of irony, an irony not unlike that of David Lurie's in Disgrace, historians have come to realize that the principal obstacle in pedagogy stems from attempting to transmit the methodological problems of historiography itself-how to create a responsible account of the subject's insertion into time. To approximate a narrative of this insertion is "to write a history"the violence and incommensurability of this originary moment is at the core of the reason why histories are written and rewritten. It is because the past cannot be fixed that the future is open to all realms f V LJ u ' U u ij J J ' "U n ' of possibility. The past cannot be instrumentalized into an alibi for action. There is an unbridgeable difference, an asymptotism, in the historian's interest in history and the architect's. Reflecting upon this problem further, I could only come up with a simplistic formulation: the modernist architect is conventionally bound to give an account of space; the historian's brief is to give an account of time.
History is deviant upon the arcfiitect's imagination. For the architect, to learn history is to fix the problem of history; underlying this presumption is an unexamined notion of the centrality of the subject that I would describe as approximating the privileged subject position of the West. Of course, historiography too is susceptible to this position, but not in the same way. (Again, this is not the most nuanced separation, but for reasons of space, it will do for now.) I would contend that this simplistic formulation has profound consequences when viewed in professional terms.
Methodological asymptotism becomes a full-fledged institutional asymmetry when cast into the power relationships of the academy. Traditionally, the survey course has been framed as the site where the professional neophyte comes into contact with its own conventions. While one cannot have a problem with this framing, I would argue that the survey course is also the pedagogical site where, through a regurgitation of its past history, the profession comes into a realization of its own status as the value-creator of new cultural capital. Thus, even while it appears as the arena where the profession creates its most conservative core (e.g., survey teachers have to teach their Le Corbusier and their Mies), it has also been the potential site where radical ideas could be smuggled in as a counter-canonical history DUTTA/ 13 (e.g., Eileen Gray). The status of theory, in this senseand this is the problem that I identifyis not contingent on whether you teach Le Corbusier or Eileen Gray but on the fact that architectural students imbibe both conservative and radical historiographies inspirationally rather than disciplinarily.
In other words, architectural history/theory is even more necessary to the architectural practitioner than it is to the historian or theorist of architecture. The profession needs a sense of its own narrative much more than the historian is interested in providing it. While the profession has benefited much from this association, this asymmetry has had significant implications for the status of the architectural historian, given that their employment locus tends to exist mostly within professional schools. Perhaps nothing epitomizes this schism more than the drastically changed preoccupations of the history/theory professional when they move from their doctoral careers to their first teaching job.
If one wishes to corroborate this demographically, I am sure that a survey of adjunct doctoral or pre-doctorai types teaching history/theory courses in grossly underpaid and often non-compensated capacities might be illuminating. On the other hand, there is every sign that with the global expansion of architectural practice, one sees a corresponding burgeoning of recruitment within Ph.D. programs as well as the creation of new ones. On the same note, many papers are given at conferences and many articles and books are published in the field with no hope, or even expectation, of recompense. To their own detriment, research scholars ritually perceiveand I am not claiming that this is entirely incorrect or even non-admirablethe exponentially expanding culture of forums, conferences, publications, and now e-publications as expansion into new "radical" directions rather than a slide into generally quietist, albeit many-pronged little corners of particularist discourse. Scholars traditionally are much more preoccupied with what they write and the problems therein; the question of who reads them remains an uncomfortable, if not inscrutable, issue for them.
From the standpoint of the university, however, architectural history/theory is not even in the picture. For instance, the U.S. Government's "Survey of Earned Doctorates" given to successful Ph.D. students at the time of their defense, does not even list "Architectural History" as an option. I would argue that this double marginality, both within the university (most humanities scholars to whom I have spoken do not have a very good idea of what we do) and within the profession (architects do not know this either) manifests itself in a slew of financial problems and generally moribund infrastructural arrangements, whether it be arguing for graduate student stipends or research fellowships and grants. Very few grants cater exclusively to architectural research. Typically, doctoral candidates in architectural history are forced to write their research proposals keeping in mind the norms of other disciplines.
Similarly, when Ph.D. graduates get teaching jobs, they find that while their tenure decisions are largely weighted on endless numbers of publications, publication is something they are expected to do in their free timeas a Marxist, I am tempted to say, labor after 5 o'clockwithin the superexploited invisibility of domestic homework rather than the simple exploitation of factory-based visibility (studio charretting?).
In the modern era, the shift in the status of the architectural profession from a trade or craft-based profession into a field purporting an intellectual focus within the humanitiesbased university (rather than polytechnic or technological school) rode, and still rides, precisely on the back of history/theory and not practice. Inserting the survey course within the required curriculum is the devil's contract of the profession for being accorded the status of an intellectual field. But to accord history/theory of architecture a disciplinary status is definitely not part of this menu; as far as architectural design faculty are concerned, the doctoral degree brandished by historians are like wallpaper; they could do the survey themselves, but it does not really help with the required academic accreditation. In some senses, then, to introduce a critique based on marginality within the survey course today faces very little opposition from design faculty, since to talk about "others" fits perfectly with the profession's own vanguardist aspiration to a certain radicality. On the other hand, as I see it, for the designers, these disciplinary rantings and botherations remain for them marginal within the marginalia of historiography itself.
In this sense, it must be pointed out that methodologies invoking cultural marginalities attempt to do so by deconstructing-unraveling and therefore enablingthe conventional scholarly practice of demonstrating norms by way of exceptions. Cultural marginalities do not present impeccable maps of epistemic marginalities, but there is a relationship between the two. My theoretical interests continue to be absorbed in the relationship between epistemic and cultural marginality, but I have learnt to be careful about being oppositional when there is no opposition. Theory is nothing else but the expression of a series of relationships; it is essential therefore to push the envelope from a sham oppositionality of theory as a radical practice as such in order to figure out where we face our institutional limits. To speak about marginality at a time when the profession is devouring notions of cultural difference in order to acquire projects abroad is a bit like critiquing the state's affirmative action guarantees at a time when the state itself is being undone by privatization. In the long term, we do ourselves in.
Notwithstanding all calls for interdisciplinarity, marginality can only be theorized through increased and not lessened rigor in scholarship. I have concentrated here on the concept-metaphor of the "marginal," because at different levels, all forms of vanguardist theory see themselves as practices of and negotiations with the marginal. In scholarship, it Is the exception to the norm, rather than its restatement, that invites notice. In architectural theory, it is about time that we begin some kind of discussion about the norm, about, if I dare say, the "discipline" as such. When I say "discipline," I must clarify that I do not mean any internally consistent core of reasoning or objecthood, but an externally sanctioned institutional space where such a core can either be endlessly debated or entirely ignored. novel to come to terms with his daughter's decision to live with the consequences of her rape by a black youth without approaching the authorities. The margins come back to write the center in brutal fashion, but only those who disengage themselves from the vanguardist norm are in a position to understand this rewriting. Inventing pat formulae, politically correct or not, for the past cannot address the ethical challenges of the future. My invocation of a literary tract to set the frame for an essay addressing itself to readers within the architectural field does injustice to both disciplines. And yet, the artwork as a mode of unverifiable representation, the novel as fiction, architecture as the coding of space as value, can address what is unspeakable within disciplines. The academy and the classroom also contain within them unspeakable ethical disciplinary demands and challenges whose dimensions are at a slight distance from issues of "policy" or "methodology." It is these unspeakable, abnormal, and even deviant undercurrents, which are testimony to the relationship between the academy and the outside world and hold portents for the future. These ahistorical lessons are the principal lessons that the historian learns from the writing of history. To learn or to write a history, however methodologically innovative, is not enough to fix the problem of history. I would like to conclude by posing a bit of reductio ad absurdum logic. To be mindful of history is a deviant practice in the architectural imagination. Clearly, if the entire field of architectural practice suddenly acquired a hole at the bottom of its boat and sank to the bottom of the ocean, architectural theorists would still have much to write about: how the hole developed, how it all sank, and so on. Conversely, architectural practice, as I see it, can carry on perfectly well in a non-traumatized way if the entire cohort of historians and theorists were to disappear entirely. (What would be at stake would be its validation as an adjunct of the humanities, not its status within relationships of production.) The relationship between history and practice is a matter of historical conjecture that will reveal much of the status of architectural theory today, but today it is as much Incumbent on the historian to pursue the separation between the two than to repetitively be called upon to offer the terms that will bridge the two.
In Disgrace, David Lurie refuses to see himself as an example or model of anything. Retorting against his colleagues' suggestion that the academic's role is to set an example, he says, "There are no overtones in this case." It is Lurie's refusal to subscribe to the norm that enables him later in the 
